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GUNTER SCHRAMM*

The Changing World of Natural
Gas UtilizationOVERVIEW
In the course of the last two to three decades, natural gas has become
a major source of energy for the industrialized countries of the world. In
1980, it accounted for almost 20 percent of total primary energy consumption in the OECD member countries' although its share had been
less than five percent in the early 1950s. The major reason for this rapid
market penetration has been the low price of gas relative to competing
energy resources. This was a consequence of the temporary oversupply
of gas in North America, as well as in Europe, relative to existing demand.
These trends will continue no longer, because all major OECD regions
are now net importers of natural gas. 2 As a result, delivered gas prices
have risen, or are in the process of rising, toward the price levels of
replacement fuels, mainly fuel oil and petroleum distillates. Also, in most
regions and for most uses, gas utilization costs at the burner tip are now
much higher than those of coal, with the result that coal is taking over
industrial and power markets from gas.3 Combined with vigorous conservation measures, these price trends have led to a stagnation of gas
markets and even to a temporary decline of gas use. In turn, this has
meant that earlier hopes for massive gas exports by gas-rich countries
have not materialized, or have materialized only at a scale much lower
than previously anticipated.
While potential gas markets have shrunk, gas supplies around the world
have increased rapidly,4 largely as a result of the accelerated search for
new petroleum sources worldwide. Most of this gas has been found in
places far from the world's current major gas markets and much of it is
located in developing countries. The domestic, absorptive capacity for
*World Bank.
tl want to thank John Besant-Jones, Pierre Moulin, and Jochen Schmedtje for their detailed and
useful comments on an earlier draft. Tom Joyce was most helpful by making his extensive documentation on gas utilization available to me. I also have benefitted from ongoing discussions about
natural gas issues with R. Bates, A. Mashayekhi, C. Poncia, R. Sadove. and N. Santiago.
1. INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY, NATURAL GAS: PROSPECTS TO 2000 Table 3.1
(1982) [hereinafter cited as NATURAL GAS].
2. Id.
3. Id.
4. Id.at 65.
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gas of these countries, however, at least in conventional uses, is quite
limited. This means that there are large excess supplies in many regions
which have limited value to their owners. Export contracts at reasonable
prices cannot be obtained and conversion of gas into transportable, gasderived products such as urea, ammonia, and plastic derivatives, faces a
world market that will likely be oversupplied with these products for
many years to come.
Many of these gas-rich countries, however, are also net importers of
petroleum fuels whose costs impose severe burdens on their balance of
payments. 5 Natural gas, if its economic value is low enough, can serve
as a substitute for petroleum products in many nonconventional uses,
particularly in the transport sector. These uses would not be attractive
economically in countries in which the value of gas is close to the value
of competing petroleum products, such as diesel fuel or gasoline, because
of the convenience in use and lower user costs of the latter. Additional
equipment is needed in order to make gas usable as a transport fuel. Also,
vehicle payloads and range may be reduced. If the economic value of
gas is substantially lower than the economic cost of petroleum fuels (a
rule of thumb calls for a 50 percent reduction on a heat-equivalent basis) ,6
these costs are more than compensated for, and natural gas use becomes
economically attractive. Given the many gas deposits that have been found
in petroleum-deficient countries, it is likely, therefore, that use patterns
emerging in these countries ultimately will be quite different from those
observable in the industrialized world.
PAST CONSUMPTION TRENDS
Natural gas use started in the United States in 1821 when a 27-foot
deep well was drilled in Fredonia, New York, near Lake Erie. 7 The gas
produced was used for lighting. Industrial gas use began in 1841 in West
Virginia where the gas was used to produce salt crystals from brine.'
While local gas uses in gas-bearing areas multiplied, major utilization
did not start until high-tensile steel pipes and techniques to lay large
diameter, high-pressure pipelines had been developed. The first, all-welded,
217 mile long pipeline was constructed in the United States in 1925.'
Thereafter, gas use started to increase rapidly, helped particularly by
techniques developed in the 1940s to purify the huge deposits of sour
gas found in West Texas, which made the gas suitable for long distance
pipeline transport. Table I chronicles the story of utilization in the United
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

See infra, Table 14.
This is the announced policy of the New Zealand government, for example.
NATURAL GAS, supra note 1, at 10.
Id.
Id.
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TABLE 1
GAS UTILIZATION IN THE UNITED STATES

SELECTED YEARS 1885-1980
As a percent of total

Year

Trillion cu.ft.

U.S. energy consumption

1885
1900
1925
1950
1976
1980

0.08
0.25
1.19
5.97
20.20
25.30

1.5
2.6
5.3
17.0
27.3
n.a.

Sources: Sam H. Schurr & Bruce C. Netschert, Energy in the American Economy, 1850-1975,
Appendix Part 1, Table VII (1960), and Sam H. Schurr et al., Energy in America's Future Table
2.1 (1979).

States, still by far the largest gas consumer in the western world. In 1885,
U.S. consumption was about 80 billion cu.ft., accounting for 1.5% of
total primary energy use; by 1925, it had risen to 1.2 trillion cu.ft, and
5.3% of the total; by 1950 it rose to 6 trillion cu.ft, and 17%; and by
1980 to 25 trillion cu.ft, and about 27% of total primary energy use.
Similar explosive growth was experienced in Western Europe during the
1960s and 1970s, following the discovery and development of Holland's
huge Groeningen field. Primary gas consumption in western Europe was
in excess of 8 trillion cu.ft. in 1980, accounting for close to 15% of total
energy use.'" The third important gas market in the noncommunist world
has developed in the Pacific region, with Japan, Australia and New Zealand being the major consumers. While the latter two countries utilize
domestic gas resources, Japan depends almost totally on imports in the
form of liquified gas (LNG). Overall, however, the Pacific markets are
much smaller than either the North American or European ones, with a
consumption of about 1.4 trillion cu.ft, in 1980, accounting for somewhat
less than 7% of total energy use in these three countries. "
Both in North America and Western Europe, the rapid growth of natural
gas use in the postwar period was propelled by discoveries of very large,
indigeneous resources, which for many years were in excess of existing
market demands. Supported in part by aggressive marketing and in part
by regulatory actions that restricted prices, this made gas by far the lowest
cost fuel wherever it became available through a rapidly expanding pipe10. See Table 2.
1i. NATURAL GAS, supra note 1, at Table 2.2.
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line network. In the early 1960s, for example, delivered residential gas
prices in various U.S. metropolitan areas, corrected for respective burner
efficiency, were from 20% to 80% lower than prices of competing fuels
such as fuel oil or coal. Not surprisingly, prices were lowest in regions
close to gas producing fields, but the price advantage held even in more
distant regions (e.g. 80% in Kansas City as compared to 20% in New
York). 12 The gas was not only cheaper on a heat-equivalent basis, but
gas using appliances, burners and furnaces, also generally were less costly
and more convenient in use than competing ones utilizing alternative
fuels. Largely because of regulatory constraints that determine price under
long-term contracts, even today gas prices, at least in the United States,
are considerably lower than those of competing petroleum fuels, although
they are significantly higher than the cost of coal, at least on average.
This can be seen from Table 3 which compares the average costs of four
fuels, coal, heavy oil, distillates, and natural gas to U.S. electric utilities
in late 1981. Gas was about 40% less costly than the average of all oils,
but about 45% more expensive than coal. However, at the margin, new,
non-price-controlled gas has been much more costly. The rapid increase
in U.S. gas prices in recent years reflects the limited availability of gas,
the high cost of new gas supplies, and the waning effects of gas price
regulation (see Table 4, which shows that average, industrial prices between 1975 and 1979 have increased by more than 250%).
Under existing federal legislation, the wellhead price of all new gas is
to be deregulated fully by 1985. If current attempts by the Reagan administration are successful, wellhead price regulation of all gas, old or new,
would be removed even sooner. 13 It is, however, practically certain that
within a short period of time prices for all new gas contracts will reach
market clearing levels. ' 4 In any case, as a net importer of gas, the United
States will have to pay the relevant regional world market price for gas
imports just as Western Europe and Japan. 5
12. For a detailed comparison of residential fuel costs in the early 1960s, see H. GARFIELD &
W. LOVEJOY, PUBLIC UTILITY ECONOMICS Table 16.7 (1964).
13. For a detailed discussion, see III THE ENERGY J. SPECIAL ISSUE ON NATURAL GAS
DEREGULATION (Oct. 1982).
14. Owing to the peculiar effects of existing regulations in the United States, considerable quantities of non-price controlled gas have been contracted in recent years at prices far in excess of
market-clearing levels or prices of competing petroleum fuels, because gas utilities were allowed to
"fold-in" and average out high priced "new" gas with low priced "old" gas. It is not possible to
discuss here the many intricate equity and efficiency issues surrounding gas price regulation in the
United States. For a discussion of these perverse effects, see M. MUNASINGHE & G. SCHRAMM,
ENERGY ECONOMICS, DEMAND MANAGEMENT, AND CONSERVATION POLICY 419-24
(1983).
'15. Both Canadian and Mexican export prices to the United States are tied to the world market
price of oil while, at the same time, the domestic gas prices in both countries are kept at much
lower levels. In Canada, for example, gas prices are set at 65% of underpriced domestic crude price
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In Western Europe, gas consumption expanded rapidly during the last
decade, with average annual growth rates of nearly 6%. 16 As a consequence, the share of natural gas in primary energy consumption has risen
from about 6% in 1970 to an estimated 15% in 1980." 7 Since 1979,
however, consumption has been stagnant and even declined somewhat in
absolute terms in line with consumption of other energy resources, although the market share of gas has increased slightly.
In the Far East, rapid domestic gas developments in Australia and New
Zealand followed the discovery of ample domestic gas resources. This
is not the case in Japan which, nevertheless, has developed into an important gas market based almost entirely on supplies of liquified natural
gas (LNG) imported from Alaska, Brunei, the United Arab Emirate, and
Indonesia. In 1980, gas use accounted for close to 7% of total primary
energy consumption in Japan. 8 Over two-thirds of this use is for electric
power generation, mainly as a result of the stringent environmental regulations that govern the burning of fossil fuels near urban aras.' 9 Another
reason for Japan's rapid buildup of gas use, in spite of its relatively high
import costs, is the result of the government's declared policy to reduce
the country's dependence on imported oil.
In the Eastern Block, the USSR and the Eastern European nations are
major consumers as well as producers of gas. Together, they own over
40% of the proven gas reserves of the world. Most of these reserves are
located in the USSR which is already a major gas exporter to Western
Europe and eager to increase its export sales in the future, as well. 2"
Beneficial gas use in gas-owning, developing countries (apart from
large-scale flaring) is still rather modest, accounting for only about 7%
of the world's total gas consumption in 1980 (see Table 2), even though
these countries as a group own some 42% of the world's total proven
gas reserves. In many of them, gas, occurring in the form of associated
gas, is a by-product of oil production and much of it is flared because
of a lack of markets. This is apparent from the data in Table 5, which
show that in 1980, among OPEC producers, between 24% and 96% of
all associated gas was flared. In the gas-producing OECD countries, gas
flaring ranged from a low of 0.5% in the United States with its extensive
levels. For a discussion of Canadian gas price policies, see Helliwell, MacGregor & Plourde, in
this volume.
16. NATURAL GAS, supra note 1, at Table I.
17. Fish, World Gas Supply and Demand 1980 to 2020, a Report of Task Force 11, International
Gas Union 104 (presented at the 15th World Gas Conference, Lausanne, Switzerland, June 16,
1982).
18. NATURAL GAS, supra note 1, at Table 3.1.
19. Id. at 46.
20. For a discussion of the underlying issues, see Greer & Russel, European Reliance on Soviet
Gas Exports: The Hamburg-Urengoi Natural Gas Project, III THE ENERGY J. 3 (July 1982).
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TABLE 2
WORLD ESTIMATED GAS CONSUMPTION BY MAJOR REGION, 1980
TRILLION CU.FT. AND PERCENTAGE
Region

10"2 cu.ft.

%

25.3
8.4

43.7
14.5

1.5

2.6

35.2

62.8

Africa

0.4

0.7

Asia

1.4

2.4

17.4
2.5

30.1
4.3

North America
Western Europe
JANZ*
OECD Total

Eastern Europe & USSR
Latin America
Middle East

1.0

1.7

57.9

100.0

Source: Leonard W. Fish et al., World Gas Supply & Demand 1980-2020, A Report of the Task
Force 11, Table 1-2-a, International Gas Union, 15th World Gas Conference (June 1982).
*Japan, Australia, and New Zealand.

gas distribution network, to about 11% in the United Kingdom, where
most associated gas is produced in small, difficult to reach offshore oil
fields. In non-OPEC oil producing countries, flaring ranges from 17% in
Mexico to 31% in Argentina. Country-wide data are somewhat misleading, however, because they combine production data for both associated
and non-associated fields; in many of the former flaring reaches 100%
because there are no outlets to markets.
An important characteristic of associated and nonassociated gas production is that the gathering and conditioning costs of associated gas per
unit of production are often considerably higher than the costs from
nearby, nonassociated gas fields. 2 As a consequence, preference is often
given to production from nonassociated fields, while associated gas is
flared.
21. This is so because associated gas gathering facilities often have to be far more extensive than
those from nonassociated fields. Also, gas preparation costs may be higher because of impurities.
The gas has to be pressurized by compressors for pipeline transport, while gas from nonassociated
fields is under pressure to start with. This is the case, for example, in Nigeria where a major new
gas pipeline to Lagos will use only about 50% of associated gas in spite of widespread flaring (see
Table 5). It will rely on lower cost, nonassociated gas for the remainder, as well as for back-up
purposes.
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TABLE 3
AVERAGE COSTS OF FOSSIL FUELS TO U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITIES
OCTOBER 1981
U.S. CENTS PER MILLION BTU
Fuel

U.S. c/10 6 btu

Total Coal
Contract
Spot
Total Oil
Heavy Oil
Distillate
Total Gas*
Interruptible

160.2
157.9
172.5
519.3
511.9
743.4
299.3
373.9

Firm
Off-peak

251.9
367.4

Source: U.S. Dept. of Energy, Electric Power Monthly 99 (Nov. 1981).

*The low prices for firm supplies are the result of long-term, price-controlled contracts, while
interruptible or off-peak supplies contain significant amounts of price-decontrolled gas.

TABLE 4
MAIN U.S. PIPELINE NATURAL GAS PRICES TO INDUSTRIAL USERS
1975-1979
Average price, cents per million btu

Price
range

Consumer

1975

1977

1979

High
Low
Mean

Florida Hydrocarbon Co.
Gulf States Utilities Co.
U.S. Average All Pipelines

180.4
24.6
75.1

226.1
126.8
138.7

393.4
201.4
203.8

Source: U.S. Dept. of Energy, Washington, D.C., Main Line NaturalGas Sales to IndustrialUsers

1979, DOE/EIA -0129(79) Table 5 (Feb. 1981).

FUTURE WORLD MARKETS

In 1980, the OECD member countries accounted for some 63% of total
world gas consumption, while Eastern Europe, including the Asian portion
of the USSR, accounted for another 30%. Together, these regions used
some 93% of all natural gas in the world. Until the turn of this century
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TABLE 5
WORLDWIDE FLARING OF NATURAL GAS
1973
Billion
cu.ft.
OECD Total
Canada
United States
Norway
United Kingdom

OPEC Total
Saudi Arabia
Iraq
Iran
Algeria
Nigeria
Others

n.a.
77.7
247.2
-

1980
%

Billion
cu.ft.

%

n.a.
2.0
1.0

339.0
70.6
9.18

-

21.2
151.9

2.2
10.6

1.1
2.1
0.5

6,109.4
1,342.0
264.9
995.9
2,984.5
724.0
2,341.4

65.0
36.0
86.0
59.0
58.0
98.0
54.0

4,488.5
1,380.8
339.0
335.5
550.9
907.6
974.7

71.9
84.5
47.2
43.1
96.0
23.6

Non-OPEC LDC's
Mexico
Argentina
Others

130.7
77.7
n.a.

19.0
25.0
n.a.

215.4
148.3
596.8

16.5
30.9
23.0

CPE's
Soviet Union

n.a.

n.a.

459.1

3.0

7,062.9

12.7

6,247.2

9.9

World

Source: International Energy Agency, Natural Gas Prospects to 2000, OECD, Paris,
1982, Table 4.3.
*Percentage of gross gas production (excluding reinjection) flared.

and probably well beyond, no major change is expected in these patterns.
Several detailed studies of future world gas demand and supply have been
completed recently and for the purpose of this discussion it suffices to
summarize briefly the results. 22 The OECD countries as a whole are
expected to increase their consumption much more moderately than in
the past, from some 35 trillion cu.ft. in 1980 to about 50 trillion cu.ft.
by the year 2000 or at a rate of some 1.8% per year (see Table 6). An
increasing proportion of these supplies will have to come from imports,
either from the Eastern Block nations or the developing world. Actual
import levels, however, will very much depend on indigenous OECD
22. Fish, supra note 17, and NATURAL GAS, supra note 1.
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TABLE 6
POTENTIAL PROJECTED ECONOMIC GAS DEMAND
NORTH AMERICA, WESTERN EUROPE AND JANZ
TRILLION CUBIC FEET AND PERCENTAGE
1980

North America
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Chemical Feedstocks
Electricity Generation
Other
Total
Western Europe
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Chemical Feedstocks
Electricity Generation
Other
Total
JANZ Region
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Chemical Feedstocks
Electricity Generation
Other
Total
OECD TOTAL

1990

2000

102 cu.ft.

%

1012 cu.ft.

%

1012 cu.ft.

%

6.1

24.1

6.1

21.0

6.1

19.4

7.7
0.9
4.4
2.6

30.4
3.6
17.4
10.3

10.7
1.4
3.4
3.0

36.8
4.8
11.7
10.3

13.8
1.7
3.1
2.8

43.8
5.4
9.8
8.9

25.3

100.0

29.1

100.0

33.2

100.0

2.8
0.9
2.8
0.4
0.9
0.4

33.3
10.7
33.3
4.8
10.7
4.8

3.9
1.3
3.7
0.6
1.1
0.5

35.1
11.7
33.3
5.4
9.9
4.5

4,2
1.5
4.0
0.7
0.6
0.5

36.2
12.9
34.5
6.0
5.2
4.3

8.4

100.0

11.1

100.0

11.6

100.0

0.2
0.1
0.3
0.8
-

14.3
7.1
21.4
57.1
-

0.4
0.3
1.2
0.3
2.1
0.2

9.3
7.0
25.6
7.0
46.5
4.7

0.6
0.4
1.7
0.3
2.3
0.3

11.1
7.4
29.9
5.6
40.7
5.6

1.5

100.0

4.5

100.0

5.7

100.0

35.2

44.7

50.5

Source: Leonard W. Fish et al., World Gas Supply and Demand 1980-2020, A Report of the Task
Force I1, International Gas Union, presented at the 15th World Gas Conference, Lausanne, Switzerland, June 16, 1982, Tables III-12-a, III-15-a and III-16-a; totals may not add due to rounding.
*Converted from exajoules to trillion cubic feet at 0.9478; I cu.ft. = 1000 btu.

production levels which, in turn, will depend on development and production costs of proven as well as yet to be found, probable reserves. As
Table 7 indicates, potential OECD gas reserves may range from a low
of 1,020 trillion to as much as 2,100 trilion cu.ft., or up to four and a
half times currently proven reserves. Given the range of potential indig-

414
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TABLE 7
OECD NATURAL GAS RESERVES
(TRILLION CU.FT.)
Proved
reserves

Probable
reserves

Projected total
recoverable reserves

North America
United States
Canada

289.5
201.2
88.3

268-1267
198-914
71-353

558-1553
395-1112
162-441

OECD Europe

148.3

173-251

325-399

56.5
45.9
24.7
21.2

25-46
99-141
28-49
25-35

81-102
145-187
56-74
46-56

35.3

106

The Netherlands
Norway
United Kingdom
Others
OECD Pacific

OECD TOTAL

477

547-1656

141

1024-2097

Source: International Energy Agency, Natural Gas Prospects to 2000, OECD, Paris, 1982, Table

5.18.

enous OECD production levels, annual imports have been estimated to
range between 9 and 15 trillion cu.ft. by the year 2000. A significant
portion of these imports, perhaps around 3 to 4 trillion cu.ft., will be
supplied from Eastern Block nations to Western Europe and, perhaps,
also to Japan. Whichever is left will come mostly from developing countries.23
Domestic consumption in developing countries, plus exports and conversion into gas-based export products such as urea, ammonia or methanol, may grow from 5 trillion cu.ft. in 1980 to some 18 trillion by the
year 2000 (Table 8). This will use up only a very modest fraction of
already known reserves in these countries. These reserves, as can be seen
from Table 9, are huge compared to projected demand. The listed 1,342
trillion cu.ft. would be sufficient to cover the projected year 2000 production rates for over 70 years. Actual reserves in these countries, however, are most likely to be very much larger, because little systematic
exploration activity has taken place in any one of them. Most gas actually
24
has been found as a by-product of the search for oil.
23. If current negotiations are successful, however, significant quantities of LNG may be sold
by Canada, the United States (from Alaska), and Northern Australia to Japan.
24. Significant additions to proven reserves were made recently in Tanzania, Ethiopia, and Thai-
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TABLE 8
POTENTIAL PROJECTED ECONOMIC GAS DEMAND
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES*
TRILLION CU.FT.
Estimated
consumption

1990

2000

Africa
Asia

0.4
1.4

1.6
3.6

2.6
5.7

Latin America

2.5

5.0

6.2

Middle East

1.0

2.6

3.7

Total

5.3

12.8

18.2

Source: Leonard W. Fish et al., World Gas Supply and Demand 1980-2020, A Report of the Task
Force I1, International Gas Union, 15th World Gas Conference, Lausanne, Switzerland, June 16,
1982, Table 1-2-a.

As one authoritative source
2 5 has summarized the long-term natural gas
supply and demand balance:
". .. in most areas of the world very significant reserves and undiscovered resources will still exist in 2020. About two-thirds of the
world's currently identified proved and additionally recoverable will
still not have been produced by year 2020. .

.

. The quantity of

remaining recoverable gas in 2020 indicates that natural gas will
continue to be a major fuel well into the next century."
Given this apparently rather large surplus of gas relative to projected
demand over the next several decades, the question arises why gas utilization would not develop more rapidly, in line with the more rapid
market penetration of gas during the last two decades. One answer is
costs. As indicated earlier, a major reason for the rapid growth in the
past was the fact that gas was considerably less costly than alternative
energy resources. This has changed. While physical resources relative to
demands are huge, the majority of known deposits are far away from
26
potential markets, and costs of gas transport to markets are high.
The second reason is that gas is a far less convenient fuel than oil. It
is limited generally to certain types of uses-mainly for high-temperature
heat applications, as in stationary boilers and furnaces. It is far less
convenient to utilize, as well as more capital intensive, than oil; it requires
land, for example. Huge new finds are also expected from the beginning offshore exploration along
China's coast.
25. Fish, supra note 17, at 7.
26. See Table 11.
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TABLE 9
PROVEN NATURAL GAS RESERVES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Country
Africa
Algeria
Angola
Cameroon
Congo
Egypt
Gabon
Ivory Coast
Libya
Morocco
Nigeria
Tanzania
Tunisia
Total

Proven reserves
(trillion cu.ft.)

111.3
2.5
4.5
2.7
7.2
0.5
3.0
21.5
0.4
85.0
1.0
1.7

Country
Middle East
Abu Dhabi
Bahrain
Dubai
Iran
Iraq
Kuwait
Oman
Quatar
Saudia Arabia
Syria
Turkey
Total

Proven reserves
(trillion cu.ft.)

19.3
7.9
4.3
482.6
28.8
29.9
2.7
62.0
117.0
1.3
0.5
756.3

240.2
Latin America
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Equador
Mexico
Peru
Trinidad and
Tobago
Venezuela

25.2
5.7
2.3
2.5
4.6
4.2
75.9
1.2
11.0
54.1

Asia
Bangladesh
Brunei
Burma
China
India
Indonesia
Malaysia
Pakistan
Thailand
Total

7.0
6.8
0.2
29.8
14.5
29.6
34.0
18.5
18.0
158.4

186.6

Total
TOTAL ALL COUNTRIES

1,341.5

Source: Various international and national statistics.

a continuous, pressurized delivery system from the gas well to the users'
premises. This greatly increases gas delivery costs relative to oil. Petroleum products, by comparison, are far more versatile. Their energy content per unit volume is about 900 times greater than that of gas at atmospheric
pressure. Petroleum products also can be moved in large or small quan-
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tities by using simple, and non-pressurized, containers. Traditionally,
therefore, natural gas, apart from its role as a chemical feedstock, largely
has been used as a boiler or furnace fuel. In this role, its delivered value
is equivalent to that of low-sulphur fuel oil, or, in commercial or household uses, to that of No. 2 distillate oil.
Projections of demand in the world's major markets outside the Eastern
Block, therefore, are largely limited to such conventional uses. This could
be seen from the data in Table 6, which show that by the year 2000 in the
OECD countries 64% of gas is projected to be utilized for such conventional uses in residential, industrial, and commercial markets, with another 12% for electricity generation and about 8% for chemical feedstocks.
In these uses, gas has a significant advantage if its costs at the burner
tip do not exceed the costs of alternative petroleum fuels. Gas is a cleanburning fuel that creates no pollution and is essentially odor free. In
stationary applications, once a user is hooked up to the pressurized supply
system, the costs of operation and maintenance are low. 27 In nonstationary
applications such as in transport, or in locations away from gas pipeline
networks, the cost of utilizing gas increases very substantially because
of the additional costs of pressurized or insulated equipment needed to
contain and transport limited quantities of gas. Therefore, those uses of
gas only can be contemplated in areas in which the cost of the gas itself
is very much lower than the cost of competing fuels. This is no longer
the case in any of the OECD countries. Costs of indigenous gas supply,
much of it from offshore sources, are high, with marginal supply costs
close to those of competing fuels.
Imported gas from outside the OECD also is expensive. In part, gas exporters such as Mexico, Canada, or Algeria who are advantageously located have tied their border prices closely to those of competing fuels. This
is apparent from the data in Table 10 which list prices of the major gas export contracts existing today. As can be s. en, in 1981-82, they ranged between $4.25 to $6.30 per million Btu, with most of them hovering between
$4.50 and $5.05 per million Btu. Pipeline and storage costs within consumer countries add some $1.25 to $1.55 per million Btu, 28 resulting in
delivered gas prices of between $5.75 and $6.50 per million Btu. These
prices compare to delivered heavy fuel oil prices of slightly over $5.00 and
distillate prices of slightly over $7.00 during the same time period (see also
Table 3). In other words, recent prices of imported gas were as high or even
higher than the costs of competing fuels.
It is not surprising, therefore, that gas imports have stagnated or, as
27. Average operating and maintenance costs of Western European gas transmission and distribution systems were about $0.60/MMBtu, compared to average delivered gas costs of $5.83/MMBtu
in 1981. See NATURAL GAS, supra note 1, at Tables 3.2 and 3.6.
28. Id. at Table 3.6.
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TABLE 10
INTERNATIONAL GAS TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
C.I.F. PRICES, $/MMBTU

Importer
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
France
Belgium
Spain
U.S.A.
U.S.A. (trunkline)
Switzerland
Germany
France
Belgium
Italy
Netherland, Germany,
France, Belgium"
Germany et al.
Germany
France
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Argentina

Exporter
Canada
Mexico
Algeria
Algeria
Algeria
Algeria
Netherland
Netherland
Netherland
Netherland
Netherland
Norway
Norway (Statfjord)
USSR (Yamal)
USSR (Yamal)
Abu Dhabi
Indonesia
Brunei
U.S.A. (Alaska)
Bolivia

Volume
billion
cu.ft./yr
1,000
110
321
88
159
49
192
18
844
410
346
237
586
237
371
283
106
371
265
53
74

Price
(cif)

As of
date

4.94
4.94
5.12 (fob)
5.12 (fob)
4.575 (fob)
5.82
7.20
4.45
4.45
4.45
4.45
4.45
4.25

1.82
1.82
n.a.
1.82
n.a.
1.82
1.82
10.81
10.81
10.81
10.81
10.81
7.81

5.50
4.65
4.65
6.36
5.93
5.77
5.86
4.13

7.81
7.81
7.81
11.81
11.81
11.81
1.82

Source: International Energy Agency, Natural Gas Prospects to 2000, OECD, Paris, 1982, Table
7.5.

in the case of Canadian sales, actually have fallen sharply below contracted levels. As the International Energy Agency Study concluded,
prices for additional gas delivered into OECD gas using areas cannot
exceed levels between $4.15 to $4.58 if imported gas is to remain a viable
and competitive fuel in OECD markets. 29 These prices are somewhat
lower than those of the existing import contracts.
Given the costs of gas transport, it is unlikely that imports could, in
fact, become available at lower prices, at least not in Europe or Japan.
The United States' two major foreign gas suppliers, Canada and Mexico,
29. NATURAL GAS, supra note 1, at Table 3.7. According to the lEA study, the higher price
will limit gas imports to 1980 levels while the lower one would induce sufficient additional consumption to bring about a tripling of imports to Western Europe from a little over 3 trillion cu.ft.
in 1980 to about 9 trillion cu.ft. by the year 2000.
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TABLE 11
COST OF MIDDLE EAST LNG TO NORTHERN EUROPE
1981 DOLLARS*
Gas Gathering
Liquefaction Plant Cost:
Capacity: 1.3 billion cf/day input
1.1 billion cf/day output
Average output: 388 billion cf/year
Investment:t $2,730 million
Total liquefaction costs: capital
operating
fuel use or loss

$0.66/MMBTU
$0.17/MMBTU
$0.27/MMBTU

$1.10/MMBTU

TransportationCost:
Capacity: 14 ships of 4.4 million cf
No. of voyage/year: 10.5/ship
Investment:t $3,350 million
Total'shipping cost: capital
operating
boil-off

$1.45/MMBTU
$0.48/MMBTU
$0.13/MMBTU

$1.45/MMBTU

$0.22/MMBTU
$0.08/MMBTU
$0. 10/MMBTU

$0.40/MMBTU

Regasification Cost:
Capacity: 424 billion cf/year
Investment: $865 million
Total regasification costs: capital
operating
fuel use
Total investment: $6.945 million
Total cost of Middle East LNG delivered:

$0.25/MMBTU

$3.20/MMBTU

Source: International Energy Agency, Natural Gas Prospects to 2000, Paris, 1982, Annex Table 2.
*Interest rate: 10%.
tlncludes interest during construction at 10% p.a.

could supply gas by pipelines at lower costs. Likely U.S. import levels,
however, are limited. The two major, potential import regions, Western
Europe and Japan, can be reached economically only through expensive
submarine pipelines or liquefied natural gas (LNG), except for Russian
pipeline supplies to Western Europe. The liquefaction and transport costs
of liquefied natural gas are substantial, ranging from some $2.00 per
million Btu for LNG from Algeria or other North African sources to $3.20
for gas from the Middle East, Nigeria, or other similarly located sources
to Western Europe. A breakdown of typical LNG systems supply costs
has been reproduced in Table 11. Deducting these costs from the levels
of c.i.f. market prices shown above to range between $4.15 to $4.60 per
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TABLE 12
AVERAGE INCREMENTAL COST OF NATURAL GAS*
1982 U.S. DOLLARS
City gate delivery cost

Production cost

Bangladesh
Cameroont
Egypt
India
Morocco
Nigeria*
Pakistan
Thailand
Tanzania

($/MCF)

($/boe)

($/MCF)

($/boe)

0.24
1.29
0.65
0.95
1.16
0.65
0.36
0.80
0.61

1.41
7.60
3.81
5.60
6.48
3.83
2.12
4.71
3.97

0.61
1.79
0.71
1.51
1.71
1.10
0.46
1.50
1.60

3.59
10.54
4.18
8.88
10.07
6.48
2.71
8.84
9.43

Source: Afsaneh Mashayekhi, Marginal Cost of NaturalGas in Developing Countries: Concepts and
Applications, The World Bank, Energy Department Paper No. 10, Washington, D.C., Aug. 1983,
Table 2.
*The AICs in this Table are estimated at a 10% discount rate; they exclude all profit, tax, royalty
and depletion costs.
tProduction costs for the domestic market; exports would increase the volume of production and
reduce costs.
*Includes the higher cost associated gas ($0.82/MCF) and lower cost non-associated gas ($0.44/MCF).

million Btu, leaves a netback ° to gas exporters of no more than about
$1.00 to $1.50 per million Btu at the wellhead. Out of this netback, the
costs of exploration and development drilling have to be paid. These may
range anywhere from less than $.20/MMBtu to close to $1.00 per million
Btu or more. Some typical cost ranges for a number of developing countries are shown in Table 12, which indicate average wellhead costs of
$0.24 for Bangladesh and as much as $1.29 for small scale, offshore
production in Cameroon.
Another important factor for LNG operations is that there are substantial
economies of scale that must be captured in order to make LNG supplies
competitive. Average delivered costs as shown in Table 11 are possible
only for very large installations requiring several billion dollars of investments and the back up by gas reserves of several trillion cu.ft. For
example, the representative data shown in Table 11 call for total capital
expenditures of some $7 billion and gas reserves of over 9 trillion cu.ft.
30. Netback is the residual revenue accruing to exporters after deduction of all delivery expenses
from the fixed cif delivered price.
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for a project with a life expectancy of twenty years. Very few of the gassurplus, developing countries own sufficiently large gas reserves to support such an operation. 3
While smaller LNG operations are technically feasible, with some of
them small enough to supply only a few truck loads of liquefied gas per
day, costs rise sharply as scale is reduced. Costs reach a range between
$3.00 to $5.00 per million Btu for the liquefaction operation alone, or
close to the costs of competing petroleum fuels, not counting the cost of
the gas itself or higher user costs.32
Several important conclusions can be drawn from the preceding discussions. While there will be a potential and likely growing market for
gas exports from developing countries to the major industrial nations of
the Western World, this market is limited and far smaller than the supply
potential from the already known, excess gas reserves located in developing countries. Only a few, rather large-scale gas export projects, based
either on long-distance pipelines or LNG chains, will materialize between
now and the end of the century. While these projects are likely to be
profitable for the gas producers, competitive pressures as well as the high
costs of transport will keep actual gas netbacks at the wellhead to around
$1.00 per million Btu or less. For the majority of gas-owning, developing
countries, gas exports will not become a viable option, even though their
known and yet to be found additional resources are far in excess of their
own potential domestic needs in conventional uses.
THE BURDEN OF PETROLEUM IMPORTS
One of the consequences of the sharp increase in world petroleum
prices during the 1970s is that the cost of petroleum products, either as
a percentage of total imports, or relative to export earnings, has risen
dramatically for all petroleum deficient countries. This can be seen clearly
in the data in Table 13 which show that the percentage share of energy
import costs relative to merchandise exports has risen from between 8
and 12% in 1960 to a range of 22 to 43% in 1980. For most low- to
middle-income, oil-importing, developing countries, the added burden
of these import costs has resulted in widening balance-of-payments difficulties that could only be bridged by increased borrowing. When net
borrowing increased, the debt service relative to foreign exchange earnings also increased rather dramatically, reducing these countries' ability
to finance other, needed imports and capital investments. Within less than
31. Of the 42 gas-owning developing countries listed in Table 9, only 19 would have reserves
large enough to support an LNG operation of the scale indicated in Table 11.
32. Plants in a range from 80 MCF/Day to 600MCF/Day are available commercially from various
U.S. suppliers.
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TABLE 13
COMMERCIAL ENERGY IMPORTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF
MERCHANDISE EXPORTS
1960

1980

Low Income Countries*

11

43

Middle Income Countries
Oil Exporters
Oil Importers
Lower Middle-Incomet
Upper Middle-Incomet

9
5
13
8
10

23
7
34
22
23

Industrialized Countries§

12

29

Source: World Bank, World Development Report, 1983, Oxford Univ. Press, N.Y., Table 8.
*Covering 34 countries from Kampuchea to Ghana with 1981 GNP per capital ranging from US$80
to US$400 per year.
tCovering 39 countries from Kenya to Paraguay with GNP per capita ranging from US$420 to
US$1,630.
Covering 21 countries from the Republic of Korea to Trinidad and Tobago with per capita income
ranging from US$1,700 to US$5,670.
§Covering 19 countries from Ireland to Switzerland with per capita income from US$5,230 to
US$17,430.

a decade, this burden became so great for many of them3 3 that drastic
reductions in needed imports had to be imposed. These reductions, in
turn, brought about economic recession, increased underemployment and
unemployment, and social unrest.
SUBSTITUTING GAS FOR PETROLEUM FUELS
A number of these oil importing, developing countries also own substantial, under-utilized gas resources. Table 14 lists a number of them
and shows their costs of fuel imports as a percent of total merchandise
exports. For most of them, fuel imports represent a major proportion of
their export earnings, ranging from 10 to 20% to as much as 30 to 50%
and an extreme 125% in the case of Turkey.
The issue of the substitution of gas for other energy resources, however,
is not limited only to petroleum importing countries. Many oil-rich countries also have large surpluses of gas. While oil can be sold in world
markets and transported cheaply to them, gas cannot. Therefore, gas for
oil substitution is of considerable economic interest for these countries
as well in order to preserve more oil for export. Prominent examples are
33. Brazil, Argentina, Bangladesh, or Tanzania, to name just a few.
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TABLE 14

THE COSTS OF NET FUEL IMPORTS AS A PERCENT OF NET
MERCHANDISE EXPORTS FOR GAS-OWNING, NON-PETROLEUM
EXPORTING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Fuel imports as a % of
merchandise exports

Africa
Ethiopia

35

Ivory Coast
Morocco
Somalia
Tanzania

13
36
1
43

Middle East

Turkey

125

Latin America

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia

10
52
22
12

Asia

Bangladesh
India
Pakistan

34
43
48

Thailand

44

Source: The World Bank, The Energy Transition in Developing Countries, Washington, D.C., 1983,

p. 86.

almost all of the Middle East oil producing nations, Mexico, Nigeria,
Malaysia, and Indonesia, as well as many of the smaller oil producers
in South America, Africa, and Asia.
The case of massive gas substitutions for petroleum, however, is not
quite so clear-cut for countries that are oil exporters. The question whether
it is economically advantageous depends to a significant degree on the
present opportunity cost of the indigenous petroleum resources. If a petroleum producer faces an unrestricted open market for his exports, i.e.
is not subject to externally imposed quotas as are the OPEC members,"
utilizing gas instead of oil and exporting the latter is likely to be an
economically optimal strategy. This holds true as long as gas utilization
34. Good examples are Mexico and Nigeria.
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costs are lower than the f.o.b. value of the exported oil. If not all the
exportable oil can be sold and must be kept in the ground because of
exort quota limitations, its current value is obviously lower, reducing its
cost differential to gas.
Using gas instead of oil whenever this is technically feasible makes
sense only, however, if the total systems costs of the gas-using alternative
is lower than the total systems costs of using oil (or any other energy
alternative). The fact that gas has been found in a given country, somewhere, perhaps even in large quantities, does not make it necessarily an
economically viable energy resource. 35 If gas can be utilized at costs
lower than those of alternatives, this is what makes it an economic resource. One of the better known examples where this is not the case
exists in Alaska at Prudhoe Bay whose 29 trillion cu.ft. of proven gas
reserves currently cannot be transported economically to markets.3 6 Similarly, the large gas deposits of Indonesia, Malaysia, Northern Australia,
or southern Chile are not particularly attractive for domestic utilization
because of their offshore or remote locations relative to domestic markets,
which would require costly LNG plants in most cases.
Conventional Uses
Domestic use of gas usually requires investments in gas field development, gas gathering and preparation facilities, transmission pipelines,
gas distribution facilities, and appropriate conversion equipment at the
users' premises to switch from other fuels to gas. Most of these facilities
and particularly the gas transmission lines are subject to considerable
economies of scale. In addition, all of them are relatively capital intensive
and cannot be readily expanded once the initial capacity has been determined.37 Table 15 presents representative data for a proposed gas trunk
pipeline in a developing country for which average costs fall by some
60% and marginal costs by almost 85% as pipe diameters and throughputs
are increased by a factor of five.3" Given these factors, a major concern
35. This is true for the western half of Bangladesh, for example, which depends entirely on
imported oil as a fuel while the eastern half of the country has huge, underutilized gas resources.
The main reason for not using gas in the west is the cost of gas delivery from the east across the
forbidding Jamuna River.
36. For a discussion of the economic issues surrounding the utilization of this gas, see MUNASINGHE & SCHRAMM, supra note 14, at Ch. 12. A recent post mortem analysis of the pipeline
project for this gas can be found in Tussing & Barlow, The Struggle for an Alaska Pipeline: What
Went Wrong?, XX ALASKA REV SOC & ECON. CONDITIONS (Aug. 1983).
37. Subject to possible pressure increases in pipelines within given safety limits through the
addition of compressors; another alternative consists of the looping of pipeline sections.
38. For regularly updated cost information on pipeline and other facility costs, see, for example,
Pipeline Economics, OIL & GAS J. (published annually in November); Worldwide Construction
Score Board, PIPELINE INDUSTRY (published in January, May, and September); or Worldwide
Pipeline Construction Report, OFFSHORE MAGAZINE (published annually in July).
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TABLE 15

REPRESENTATIVE ONSHORE GAS PIPELINE COSTS IN A
DEVELOPING COUNTRY
Technical parameters: length: 200 km
one major river crossing;
relatively flat terrain;
without land acquisition costs;
20 year life;
interest rate: 10%
Pipe diameter
Design capacity; MM/CFD
Total costs installed, million US$
Average costs per MCF delivered $/MCF
Marginal costs per MCF

6"
16
23.6
0.55
0.55

8"
30
29.8
0.37
0.17

10"
48
35.7
0.28
0.12

12"
78
42.5
0.21
0.09

Source: Author's estimate.

of any gas system must be the rapid development of a large enough
market to justify the capital-intensive installations required. This is particularly true for off-shore gas developments whose costs can be several
hundred percent higher than those of on-shore lines, depending on water
depth, sea bed conditions, and actual locations. 3 9
Fortunately enough, as shown in Table 12, in the majority of gasowning countries delivered gas costs are generally quite low, ranging
from less than $0.50/MCF to $1.80/MCF, the latter representing gas
supplies from high-cost, off-shore fields. These costs, which generally
include field exploration and development expenses, compare to the costs
of alternative fuels which range from, perhaps, $2.50/MMBTU for imported steam coal to $3.70/MMBTU for exported surplus fuel oil4" to as
much as $7.50/MMBTU for imported gas, oil, or kerosene. 4 Clearly,
with delivered gas costs of less than $2/MMBTU, it appears to be rather
advantageous to replace those fuels with gas.
39. For example, the average 1981 cost of a 24" pipeline per mile in the U.S. Gulf coast region
was about $0.5 million, while in the same region the average cost of an offshore line of the same
diameter was about $1.3 million. WORLD BANK, ESTIMATING MANUAL FOR OIL & GAS
PROJECTS Figures 5-12 and 5-20 (1982).
40. In many developing countries with relatively unsophisticated domestic refinery installations,
product outputs do not mesh with domestic demand profiles, leading to exports of surplus fuel oil
and sometimes also of gasoline at depressed prices, and additional imports of middle distillates such
as gas, oil, or kerosene.
41. Typical fob or cif prices, East African ports, mid-1983.
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If delivered gas costs, including estimated depletion allowances,42 are
low relative to the costs of other fuels and/or the cost of capital, gas
utilization patterns may be quite different from those observed in highercost-gas using regions, even in conventional uses. For example, it may
be more attractive to use technically less efficient, but lower-cost, plants
for electric power generation. While in most OECD countries, except the
Far East, power generation based on gas is projected to decline in the
future (see Table 6), in gas-rich countries such as Nigeria, Argentina, or
Thailand, for example, gas use for power production is usually not only
the lowest-cost alternative for producing electricity, but often also a precondition for justifying the expense of building a gas delivery system
that then can be utilized to supply other users at reasonable costs.
A variety of different prime movers can use gas for producing electricity. The most important ones are combined-cycle plants,43 steam plants,
gas turbines, and diesels converted to the use of gas. Combined-cycle
plants have become rather popular in recent years, because they have by
far the highest thermal efficiency of around 8,000 Btu/kWh. Ordinary,
high-efficiency steam plants may need about 10,000 Btu/kWh, while gas
turbines for base load service operate at about 12,000 Btu/kWh." The
turbines, therefore, consume about 50% more fuel than combined-cycle
plants. The latter, however, are also technically more complex and their
capital costs are significantly higher. Hence, where the econmic costs of
gas are low, it may be more economical to burn more gas instead of
paying higher capital and operating costs. This has been demonstrated in
Table 16 which presents typical cost ranges for these plants, together with
an estimate of the economic costs of gas that would equalize total costs
between them.45 Gas costs would have to increase from $1/MCF to over
$2/MCF to equalize average total costs between gas turbines and combined cycle plants and to as much as $8.1 1/MCF in order to justify a
switch from gas turbines to steam plants.46
42. Depletion allowances represent the present value equivalent of the future net differential
between gas costs and alternative fuels, when the gas deposit in question reaches exhaustion. The
need to use higher cost fuels in the future instead of gas that is being depleted now is a net cost to
the economy that has to be accounted for. For a detailed discussion of these issues, see MUNASINGHE & SCHRAMM, supra note 14, Chapters 4 and 11. While the literature on the subject is
immense, the most extensive treatment of depletion costs can be found in P. DASGUPTA & G.
HEAL, ECONOMIC THEORY AND EXHAUSTIBLE RESOURCES (1979).
43. These consist of combined gas turbines and a steam plant, with the latter producing steam
from the exhaust heat of the gas turbine.
44. For a comparison of heat rates, see WORLD BANK, NIGERIA: ISSUES AND OPTIONS
IN THE ENERGY SECTOR Table 5.9 (Aug. 1983).
45. These ranges are only grossly representative and depend significantly on other factors such
as actual plant utilization factors, the cost of capital, the size of the power system relative to the
size of individual units, etc.
46. Given these cost data, it is clear that steam plants are not competitive with combined cycle
plants at any level of gas costs.
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TABLE 16
TYPICAL AVERAGE GENERATING COSTS PER kWh OF
ALTERNATIVE, GAS-FIRED PLANTS*

Capital costs installed $/kW
Delivered gas costs, $/MMBTU
Annual load factor
Useful life, years
Heat rate Btu/kWh
Annual capital costs $/kWh
Annual O.M.&R. $/kW
Annual fuel costs
Average Bus-Bar costs US¢/kWh

Steamt

Gas
turbines:

Combined
cycle§

930
1.00
50%
30
10,000
106
32
44

350
1.00
50%
15
12,000
46
21
53

550
1.00
50%
15
8,000
73
30
35

4.2

2.7

3.2

Required gas costs to equalize total costs/kWh:
$8.1 l/MCF
Between steam and gas turbine
$2.05/MCF
Between gas turbine and combined cycle
*Sub-Sahara African location, includes interest during construction; interest rate 10%; average load
factors all plants 50%.
tAverage unit size 300 MW.
:Average unit size 100 MW.
§Average unit size 150 MW.

Another example of trading-off low gas costs against higher total supply
costs is given by gas distribution facilities for domestic users. In tropical
countries without heating needs, the quantities of gas used in households
are quite small, even if gas is used for both cooking and water heating.
Hence, the total costs of supplying gas to these potential users are high
compared to the costs of alternative fuels. For example, a recent study
found that these costs may range between $7.50/MCF and $13/MCF.47
One way of reducing them would be to eliminate individual household
meters. This would reduce equipment as well as billing costs, because
meter reading would no longer be necessary and flat rates would have to
be charged instead. However, this could lead to excessive gas use by
individual households. If gas costs themselves are low, however, the
actual savings could well outweigh these inefficiencies. 48
47. World Bank, The Economic Value of Natural Gas in Residential and Commercial Markets
(forthcoming 1984).
48. Unmetered supplies to households are used extensively in Bangladesh, for example, where
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In conclusion, even in conventional uses, the availability of low-cost
gas may favor use patterns that are thermodynamically far less efficient
than those used in developed countries. Significantly different decisions
with respect to equipment choices and usage patterns may be called for,49
and the transfer of "best available technology" based on technical rather
than local economic efficiency criteria could well result in substantive
economic losses to countries that own low value gas.
Nonconventional Uses
Nonconventional uses of gas consist of those that can take place independently from a rigid pipeline connection. The most important ones
can be found in transportation. Others are small-scale diesel or gasoline
driven generating plants, irrigation pumps, or water supply systems. All
of them require that the gas in some form or another be transported in
discrete quantities to the point of use or carried inside moving vehicles.
This is difficult and expensive, because it requires high pressurization
and confinement, or chemical conversion of gas into a liquid.
The major potential, nonconventional gas user is the transport sector.
Transportation, in almost all countries, accounts for the largest percentage
of total petroleum product consumption. In Bangladesh, for example,
one of the world's poorest and most backward countries (but with large
gas reserves), the transport sector consumes close to 30% of all petroleum
fuels; in the United States, it uses some 60%, and in Nigeria, as much
as 74% (see Table 17). If low cost domestic gas, in some form or another,
could be substituted for a sizable fraction of gasoline and diesel fuels,
major relief of balance of payment pressures would result.
There are three major types of natural gas conversions that make it
possible to use it in such applications. The first consists of the separation
of natural gas into its individual components such as methane, butane,
propane, etc. The heavier components are liquefied and stored under
modest pressure but at ambient temperatures. They are generally known
as liquid petroleum gas, or LPG. The second consists of the conversion
of methane, which is the main constituent of natural gas, into other forms
of energy that are easier to handle or transport. The two most important
processes are those that convert methane to methanol (a liquid until now
used largely as a feedstock for chemicals or as a fuel for racing cars) or
in 1980 domestic users accounted for over 97% of all connections but less than 13% of total gas
consumption. Moreover, the latter figure undoubtedly was inflated, because it included all unaccounted for systems losses as well. World Bank, Bangladesh: Issues and Options in the Energy
Sector (Oct. 1982).
49. Obviously, it would make little sense to install combined cycle plants for power generation
at Prudhoe Bay in Alaska.
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TABLE 17
REPRESENTATIVE PETROLEUM PRODUCT CONSUMPTION BY MAIN
CONSUMING SECTORS IN THREE COUNTRIES
Percent
U.S.A.

Nigeria

Electric Power Generation
Industry
Transport

6
27
59

3
10
74

Agriculture

8

Commerce and
Residential

-

Others

100

Bangladesh

14
20
28

1

7

12

27

-

4
100

100
Sources: Bangladesh Petroleum Corp., Annual Statistics, 1981, Nigerian National Petroleum Corp.,
Annual Statistics, 1982, U.S. Energy Information Administration, 1982 Annual Energy Review, table
30.

to gasoline. The third consists of the compression of gas either into CNG,
i.e. compressed natural gas, or into LNG, i.e. liquefied natural gas. Any
of these processes convert low energy-density gas into a much higher
density product that can be transported more economically in individual
batches.
Extraction of LPG gases and of petroleum liquids, if any, is a common
procedure, particularly if the source is associated gas which is generally
rich in LPG fractions. For gas that is fed subsequently into a pipeline
system where it might be mixed with gas from other sources, the separating out of the LPG fractions becomes almost mandatory because of
the difficulty in marketing and utilizing gases with varying heat values
and densities. Added difficulties also are encountered in pipeline transport
of these so-called "wet" gases. LPG itself can be transported as a liquid
at normal temperatures either in pipelines or pressure vessels under modest
pressure. LPG bottles for households and commercial uses are a common
sight in many parts of the world. A number of gas-based, LPG extraction
plants recently have been built,5" or are under construction. The largest
LPG producers are in the Middle East. In 1980 they produced some 24
million tons, or about two-thirds of the total free world supply outside
50. Another major source of LPG is refineries, because most crude oils contain some fraction,
usually around 2% or so, of LPG.
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of Canada and the United States.5" Still, current production is modest
compared to potential production. It is estimated that Saudi Arabia alone
flares more than 100 million tons of LPG gases per year.52
LPG has been used as a vehicle fuel for over 50 years. In Europe,
close to one million vehicles are using it as the principal fuel. In Canada,
strong promotional programs are underway to substitute LPG for gasoline
in transport. In the United Staes, the Ford Motor Company is now marketing a range of vehicles exclusively fueled by LPG. Many forklift trucks
used in industry also are powered by LPG. In Japan, the majority of taxis
use LPG, and in Thailand, the use of LPG by taxis has become very
popular and profitable. 53
Adapting existing gasoline-powered vehicles to LPG use is simple; it
only requires the addition of a pressure tank, fuel lines, and an evaporator.
Most vehicles actually are being equipped to use either gasoline or LPG.
A simple switch is all that is needed to use one fuel or the other. Conversion costs of an existing vehicle may range anywhere from $200-300
to as much as $1,000. " According to prevailing LPG/gasoline price differentials and annual mileage, payback periods may range from less than
one to three years.
Extraction of LPG makes sense in countries such as Saudi Arabia,
which otherwise would have to flare the gases. It also makes sense in
gas producing countries that are major petroleum fuel importers, such as
Thailand. Where LPG is to be extracted from gas, rather than oil producing fields, a large market must exist to use the methane that is produced
simultaneously. In Thailand, for example, over 90% of the natural gas
produced is used for electric power generation. Another condition is that
the LPG fractions within the gas have to form a significant fraction of
the total gas stream, e.g. 3-4% or more.55 This is the case in Thailand
as well as Nigeria, but not in Bangladesh, for example, where the percentage is only about 1-2%." 6
Methanol, a liquid that can be derived by chemical conversion from
natural gas, is an excellent engine fuel. It can be used either as an
admixture to gasoline by up to 15% or as a freestanding fuel. Its use
creates some problems, because it is hygroscopic and readily mixes with
51. G.D.C. Inc., Alternative Fuels for Use in International Combustion Engines, World Bank
Energy Dept. Paper No. 4 at 111-2 (Nov. 1981).
52. Id.
53. For a discussion of the private versus public economics of using LPG in Thailand, see
MUNASINGHE & SCHRAMM, supra note 14, at 359-601.
54. G.D.C. Inc., supra note 51.
55. This is so because of the cost of gas separation which essentially uses a refrigeration process;
the smaller the LPG fractions, the higher the cost, because all gas has to be cooled down to precipitate
the gaseous LPG fractions.
56. World Bank, supra note 48.
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water, so that methanol added to gasoline has a tendency to absorb water
and sink to the bottom of fuel tanks. 7 Methanol also reacts chemically
with certain types of plastics and metals that are commonly used in the
fuel systems of vehicles. Its major drawback is cost. Producing methanol
from natural gas results in ex-plants costs of between $180-230/ton depending on feedstock costs and specific local factors." This is equivalent
to between $9.00 to $11.00 per MMBTU, or more than the current
economic costs of imported gasoline.59 The economics of using the methanol conversion route for natural gas utilization in transport, therefore,
is doubtful, at least at current relative prices. To date, this has not been
attempted at any substantial scale anywhere in the world.
The other alternative is to convert natural gas directly to gasoline. This
is even more expensive than conversion to methanol. It has been done
only in Germany during World War II (starting with coal as the basic
feedstock, with methane being an intermediate product) and in the Republic of South Africa, which currently produces close to 50% of all of
its gasoline in its well-known Sassol plants. These also use coal as the
basic feedstock. New Zealand presently is constructing a natural gas-togasoline conversion plant based on proprietary technology developed by
Mobil Oil. Costs are said to be high, ranging around $55 to $60 per
barrel, or 50% more than current gasoline world market prices.
Methane can be used directly as a vehicle fuel either in the form of
LNG or CNG. LNG must be kept in cryogenic tanks to prevent evaporation. Conversion of gas into LNG, however, is quite expensive, particularly if it has to be done on a small scale. Hence, for cost reasons,
the use of LNG has to be limited to special situations. One possibility,
however, would be to divert some liquefied gas from one of the large,
efficient, export-oriented LNG plants such as those in Indonesia, Malaysia, or Algeria for use in domestic markets. This would make LNG
available at delivered costs of between $3.00 to $4.00 per MMBTU, or
about one half the costs of imported gasoline or diesel fuels.' This could
be a reasonably attractive proposition in those few countries that operate
a large LNG facility.
The other, more flexible and potentially far more applicable, technique
is the use of compressed natural gas or CNG. CNG can be produced in
small or large quantities. Economies of scale are minor. Given the avail57. G.D.C. Inc., supra note 51.
58. Id., at Tables 4-2 and 4-3. However, these are the costs of feedstock-quality methanol. There
are claims that fuel-grade methanol wold be somewhat less costly.
59. Depending on location, cif import prices for gasoline ranged between $647 per MMBtu in
1983. For detailed prices on a monthly basis, see Platt's Oilgram, weekly editions.
60. Id.
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ability of low-cost gas, CNG has been shown to be economic for operations serving no more than a few dozen vehicles.
To utilize CNG, ordinary pipeline gas is compressed to between 2,500
to 3,500 pounds per square inch (psi). Vehicles are equipped with highpressure tanks that can be refilled through flexible hoses from a compressor station. CNG is used most commonly in gasoline-powered engines
where it can be utilized without any significant engine modification. Most
vehicles equipped to use CNG have dual-fuel capabilties. When they
operate beyond the range of CNG refilling stations they simply switch
back to gasoline.
There are currently several hundred thousand CNG fueled vehicles
operating throughout the world. The most widespread use is in northern
Italy, where CNG use was first introduced in 1941, following discovery
of natural gas in the Po River Valley.6" Currently, there are about 350,000,
mostly private, vehicles running on CNG in the country.6 2 New Zealand
has recently embarked on a major CNG development program. As of the
end of January, 1983 there were some 32,000 vehicles operating in the
country. They were served by a supply network of some 150 refilling
stations. The aim of the government is to have about 200,000 vehicles
running on CNG by the end of the 1980s. As P. J. Graham stated, "the
payback on the foreign exchange costs is about one and a half years." 63
Another country in which CNG use is on the rise is Canada, where
special incentive programs exist for vehicle conversions and where several
public refilling stations have recently been put into operation. In Canada
and the United States together there are now about 24,000 vehicles operating on natural gas.' Use of natural gas in the United States is claimed
to be economic with CNG prices equal to about 75% of those of gasoline,
provided vehicles travel at least 15,000 miles or more a year.6"
While use of CNG appears to be economic even in countries with
relatively high gas prices such as the United States and Italy, the economic
advantage and, hence, the potential economic rates of return are far higher
in the various gas-surplus, petroleum importing countries. This has been
shown by the data in Table 18, which summarize the estimated economic
benefits of a 300-vehicle, diesel-bus operation in one of them.
61. For a recent, detailed analysis of the use of natural gas in Italy, see R. M. Abram, A. L.
Tichener, and J. P. West, Report of Overseas Visit to Investigate Compressed Natural Gas in Italy,
Liquid Fuels Trust Board, Wellington, New Zealand (Feb. 1980).
62. Id.
63. Graham, Technical Aspects of the Use of CNG in Vehicles 2 (paper presented at a seminar at
the University of Auckland, March 17-18, 1982).
64. AMERICAN GAS ASSOC. ENERGY ANALYSIS, ECONOMIC, EFFICIENCY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE VEHICULAR FUELS: 1983 UPDATE 1
(1983).
65. Id. at 2.
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TABLE 18
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF CNG USE IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN A
DEVELOPING COUNTRY
(U.S. DOLLARS)
DATA
Economic diesel fuel costs: $7.40/MMBTU
Delivered pipeline gas costs including depletion allowance: $2.40/MMBTU
Interest rate: 10%
Total number of buses to be convened: 300
Total annual diesel fuel consumption: 10 million liters
Potential CNG for diesel replacement, 50%: 5 million liters
Total potential gross savings: $1.3 million/year
Projected total annual gas consumption: 168,000 MCF/year

CAPITAL COSTS:*
Filling Station
Compressors: required capacity 700 cu.ft./min
Useful life: 15 years
Refilling Station
Storage Cylinders: 180,000 cf. total capacity
Useful life: 25 years
Buildings and installations
Total Filling Station Costs

Total

Annuitized

$382,000

$ 50,000

46,000

5,000

107,000

12,000

$535,000

Vehicle Equipment
300 buses
4 CNG cylinders each @ $315
= $1,260
Underhood equipment (includes installation) =
700
Total
10% spare parts

= $2,000 = $600,000
60,000

Useful life: 12 years

$660,000

Total capital costs including installations and contingencies
Operating Costs:
Compessor station:
Electricity, 825,000 kWh/year (0 12/kWh)
Wages
Maintenance

$164,000

$ 99,000
34,000
8,000

TOTAL O.M. & R., costs/year

$141,000

Delivered gas costs including depletion allowance
168,000 MCF @ 2.40/MCF
Total economic costs/year
Internal rate of return: 25 year project life
Net present value at i = 10%
Benefit/cost ratio at i = 10%
Netback per MCF of gas
Initial payback period

$ 97,000
$1.4 million

$141,000
$402,000
$707,000

54%
$5,200,000
4.7
$3.53/MCF
1.1 year

*Source: Tom Joyce & Assoc., Fairfax, Va., Aug. 8, 1983.
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While CNG has been used mainly with gasoline engines, its use in
diesel vehicles has been demonstrated successfully. Several hundred heavyduty trucks are currently in operation. In most of them, diesel is retained
as a partial fuel, providing the initial ignition of the diesel-gas mixture.
A second possibility is to modify a basic diesel engine to 100% CNG
use by adding spark plugs and making certain modifications to the cylinder
head. Those engines are now commercially available from a number of
manufacturers, among them Rolls Royce of England.
The operation summarized in Table 18 assumes use of a dual fuel
system, with CNG displacing about 50% of the diesel fuel used. 6 As the
analysis shows, net benefits from this conversion to partial CNG use
would be high. The initial pay-back period is only 1. 1 years; the netback
for the gas utilized is over $3.50/MCF and the internal rate of return as
high as 54%; evaluated at an interest rate of 10%, the benefit-cost ratio
is around 4.7. These results, by any measure, are very attractive. There
is little doubt that there are few other investment opportunities, particularly in developing countries, that promise such high rates of return.
Using gas as a transportation fuel, therefore, appears to be rather
promising provided, of course, that the necessary gas supply infrastructure
can be established. This requires substantial gas uses by other sectors,
because the quantities used by the transport sector alone are usually not
large enough to justify a free standing gas development cum pipeline cum
distribution network.
One limitation is that gas utilization in transport usually requires a basic
pipeline supply of gas; as pointed out before, supplying gas in small
quantities is generally uneconomic over long distances. This means that
the range of gas-operated vehicles is limited to a radius of no more than
100 to 250 miles around a basic pipeline source.67 For this reason, CNG
can replace only a portion of total transport sector fuel requirements in
a given country. With fuel consumption concentrated in and around major
urban centers,68 substitutions of perhaps 10 to 30% of total transport
sector fuel requirements may ultimately be achievable. This is substantial
enough to provide significant relief from high petroleum fuel import
costs.69
66. Actual use depends on operating conditions, with diesel fuel use approaching 100% at idling
speed but falling to between 15-20% under heavy load conditions. For a discussion of actual operating
experiences, see, for example, New Zealand Ministry of Energy, CNG/Diesel Conversion (Dec.
1982); Shields, State of theArt CNG Substitution in Heavy Duty High Speed Diesel Engines, Transport
Fuel Systems New Zealand Ltd. (Oct. 1982); and G.D.C. Inc., supra note 51, at Ch. II.
67. Such a range would already require satellite gas refilling stations based on mobile CNGcarrying bottle trucks. Such stations are in widespread use in Italy.
68. In a typical developing country, these generally consume between 40-60% of country-wide
fuel requirements.
69. See Table 17.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The substantial increase in the real costs of petroleum products worldwide has made natural gas both a more desirable as well as potentially
more widely usable fuel. In the world's existing major gas markets,
however, the previous imbalance between excess indigenous supplies on
the one hand and limited gas transport infrastructure and absorptive market
capacities on the other largely have disappeared. As a result, gas prices
have risen or are rising rapidly to market clearing levels. These generally
are determined by the cost of substitutes such as fuel oil and/or coal.
Having lost its competitive price advantage, rapid expansion of gas use
at the expense of other forms of energy has largely come to an end. More
emphasis also is now being placed by users on gas conservation, with
the result that the actual use of gas per unit of output (or per unit of
effective space conditioning) has dropped significantly.
While growth in gas demand in the world's major markets has slowed
down, the major OECD countries as a group, except New Zealand and
Australia, now are net gas importers. The cost of this imported gas is
high, both because of high transport costs and the desire by gas sellers
to appropriate to themselves as much of the potential resource rent as
possible. As a result, the costs of imported gas are as high or higher than
those of competing petroleum fuels, and they effectively limit the scope
for additional gas sales in traditional OECD markets.
On the other hand, numerous gas deposits are known to exist throughout
the world. There are at least 42 developing countries with already proven
significant gas reserves, and new ones are added to the list year by year,
quite apart from the huge deposits in the Eastern Block. Much of this
gas is unlikely to find a suitable market outlet for decades to come, unless
it can be used domestically. Local gas field development costs usually
are quite low, and delivery costs to nearby domestic markets low enough
to make the gas available at costs from less than $1.00 to $2.50/MMBTU.
This is but a fraction of the costs of alternative petroleum products, which
range between $3.70 and $7.50/MMBTU, depending on product and
location.
This spread in prices on a net-energy-content basis creates many new
opportunities for using gas in ways that would be quite uneconomic in
areas where delivered gas prices are high. Examples are the use of low
capital cost, but energy "inefficient" gas turbines for base-load electric
power generation, unmetered gas supplies to households, and, particularly, the systematic use of gas as a vehicle fuel or a fuel for engines in
isolated locations. For gas transport cost reasons, however, these types
of uses will largely be limited to those subregions of gas-rich countries
that can be economically reached by gas pipelines; gas usage independent
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from these networks will be restricted to ranges of 100 to 250 miles
around the closest delivery point. Exceptions to this general rule are
limited to the few locations in the world with access to low-cost production
facilities of LNG. Another exception is the use of gas-derived LPG whose
transportation over long distances is less costly than that of methane gas.
In spite of these limitations, it can be expected that domestic gas
utilization, rather than gas exports, will provide the greatest benefits and
will contribute materially to the relief of balance of payments problems
that were created by the steep increase in petroleum prices over the last
decade. One result of these domestic developments will be that gas utilization patterns and technologies in these countries will be markedly
different from those that are common in the developed world today.

